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Wittenberg Trail
From Evangelicalism, to Reformed Seminary, to
Confessional Lutheranism
by Joshua Pauling

If you would have told me as an Evangelical teenager that I would be
Lutheran as an adult, I would have quipped, “No way. Are they even Christians?”
Famous last words.
En route to Lutheranism, I’ve checked off several denominational boxes.
That’s not something to be proud of, really. I’m hesitant even to use the language
of journey and choice because of the connotations of autonomy and selfexpression this might carry in our culture—as if being Lutheran is just a way I’ve
chosen to express my self-identity. In a consumerist culture with options for
everything, we must remember Christianity is different. Christianity is not a matter
of finding which flavor jives with one’s personal preferences, or choosing which
style aligns with one’s internal identity. Christianity is a matter of being faithful to
what the Word really says, and aligning ourselves accordingly. That is why I am
Lutheran. Lutheranism lets the Word speak. In so doing, it reveals a more
complete picture of human beings and of the justifying God who saves the whole
person, body and soul, through Word and Sacrament.
I grew up in Evangelicalism, with my whole family active in church life.
Choir, Sunday school, youth group, worship leading; you name it, we did it.
Reading and discussing spiritual matters was a natural part of family life. Yet,
sometimes I still wondered if I were truly a Christian. I secretly prayed the
sinner’s prayer during many an altar call just to make sure.
After high school, I attended Messiah College to pursue a degree in
Christian Ministries. I was astonished by the variety of denominations
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represented there, and I experimented a bit (I guess there could have been
worse things to experiment with in college). I was especially intrigued by my new
Charismatic friends, who seemed to offer a fresh experience of faith. It felt like I
was now privy to the secrets of the Spirit, and I dabbled in the so-called spiritual
gifts for a year or so. I’d rather forget that year.
I began to notice the destructive effects of Charismatic teaching.
Thankfully, the Evangelical roots planted deeply by my faithful parents hadn’t
withered away completely, especially familiarity with the Biblical text. I returned to
Evangelical authors like John MacArthur and Os Guinness who dismantled the
Charismatic movement from a biblical and historical perspective.
This renewed interest in Scripture and Church history led me into the
theological world of the Reformation. Well-known Reformed authors Michael
Horton, R.C. Sproul and J.I. Packer opened up new vistas. I was convinced of
the truths of the Reformation in the broad sense of the Five Solas, but was not
ready to move at all on Baptism and the Lord’s Supper. I was a five-point
Calvinist, but still Baptistic, so I found a home in a Reformed Baptist church.
Eventually, the overwhelming evidence from church history, and a deep
study of the oikos formula of household baptisms in the book of Acts, convinced
me of infant Baptism. Peter’s Pentecost proclamation that the “promise is for you
and for your children” (Acts 2:39) finally made sense. At this point I was solidly in
the Reformed tradition, and explored the doctrinally sound church bodies within
it. I wanted further training for the ministry, so I enrolled in the M. Div. program at
Reformed Theological Seminary.
But as my seminary studies ramped up, so did my questions. What really
separated Luther from the other Reformers that garnered the most attention in
the Reformed world? I assigned myself a parallel curriculum to investigate: as we
read Calvin, I read Luther; as we read the Westminster Confession, I read the
Book of Concord; as we read Reformed Systematics, I read Lutheran Dogmatics.
Further exegetical and historical studies made it clear that Baptism and the
Eucharist actually did something. A whole host of other doctrines were
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interconnected to these issues, far beyond the well-worn path of sacramental
debates and predestination controversies.
Reformed theology provided a logically consistent system. But I began to
notice how some of those structures seemed to be imposed on Scripture as a
grid through which the text is interpreted, rather than something present in the
text itself. As my Evangelical and Reformed interpretive lenses faded, Scripture
came alive in new ways. Passages that I had read for years leapt off the page
with new meaning, now that I understood the sacraments as means of grace
through which God acts, rather than ordinances of obedience that man does.
Verses that I’d explained away with concepts of spiritual baptism and symbolic
representation had new, vivid significance when they were allowed to stand on
their own. They revealed the beauties of God’s objective works through water
and Word, bread and wine.
Reformed theology tends to comprehend God through his attributes, or
abstract qualities like omnipotence, omnipresence, immutability, and sovereignty.
I noted how this can easily overshadow Christ as the ultimate revelation of God.
Similarly, while Covenant theology provides wonderful connections between the
Old and New Testaments, Christ can get submerged under the covenants. He
becomes just another administrator of the covenant structure of the Bible.
A latent dualism also surfaced in Reformed Christology and
sacramentology, which rests on the philosophical principle “the finite is not
capable of the infinite.” Working from this presupposition, the Reformed posit that
the resurrected Christ is localized at the right hand of the Father. In the Eucharist,
Christians ascend spiritually by faith to feed on Christ spiritually in heaven. This
construction undercuts the biblical view of the whole person as a unified,
embodied spiritual being. It suggests a platonic universe with divided realms of
spirit and matter, with the goal being to ascend into the upper realm. But this is
not the universe of the Bible. Man doesn’t ascend; Christ descends. There is no
such thing as spiritual eating; eating requires the body.
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Despite the internal consistency of Reformed Theology, I increasingly
wondered, is it faithful to Scripture? It seemed as if salvation was stuck in the
spiritual realm, with the sacraments subjectivized into spiritual baptism and
spiritual eating. Assurance of salvation was left to the internal witness of the
Spirit.
But then came the hard part—actually attending a Lutheran church. This
took some courage, since skepticism of ritual still lingered from my Evangelical
days. My previous denominational moves had some level of internally consistent
logic to them. But Lutheranism? With its robes and candles? With its routine and
repetition? With baptismal regeneration and the body and blood of Christ? That
was a different framework altogether. The remaining hurdles were cleared,
thanks in large part to dialogues with Dr. John Bombaro, my undergrad
philosophy professor, and catechesis with Kent Schaaf, then Pastor of All Saints
Lutheran Church (LCMS).
An exhilarating breath of sacred air greeted me in the Lutheran church as I
was brought into the captivating, redemptive narrative of liturgical worship. The
prayers and hymns were theologically rich, tying together Old and New
Testaments, all with Christ at the center. Perhaps most refreshing was the
concept that worship was not our work for God, but God’s work for us, given to us
objectively in Word and Sacrament.
Liturgical worship offered an escape from the “worship wars” that I stoked
as a worship leader during my Evangelical days. The contemporary versus
traditional debate was transcended in the resonant unity of doctrine and practice,
present in the liturgical inheritance that rises above time and place, style and
preference, old and new. Here was an experience of worship that didn’t play the
cultural relevance and style game. Instead, the Divine Service was connected to
the longest-standing practices of the Church. Its distinct, sacred musical styles
and other-worldly forms were all saturated with Scripture. It was not the
subjective faith-experience of Evangelicalism created by a flurry of praise-song
crescendos, or fiery preaching and feel-good pep-talks. It was not the cerebral
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and abstract faith of Calvinism, sustained by further academic and intellectual
work. It was an objective reality of Christ for me, concretized in Word and
sacraments.
I am ever-grateful for the treasures of historic Christianity found in the
Church of the Augsburg Confession. Lutheranism holds fast to the Word, letting
God speak where He speaks and being silent where He is silent. For Lutherans,
life is a sacramental experience. It is a daily return to the font where sins are
washed away, and a weekly return to confession and absolution and the Lord’s
Table where Christ’s body and blood are given to forgive sins anew. Assurance is
found in these objective means of grace extra nos (outside ourselves). Yet these
objective gifts become subjectively ours as Christ, who came from outside of us
to become one of us, is spoken and sacramented to us. Herein lies the ultimate
reason to be Lutheran: Christ for you, at the center.
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